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Neutral Tandem Overview

- Provide a neutral interconnection point for carriers to exchange traffic.
  - Independent from ILEC facilities
  - Facilities-Based, completely redundant power and transport in and out of our tandem locations
  - Promotes inter-modal competition while saving carriers millions of dollars

- Strengthen the PSTN with redundant tandem switching and transport.
  - Hurricane Katrina, 9/11, etc.

- Connect to over 643 competitive carrier switches in 38 markets.
  - Over 3 billion minutes per month of traffic
  - Interconnecting over 200 million telephone numbers

- Services used by over 60 major competitive carriers, including:
  - Wireless → Sprint Nextel, T-Mobile, Cingular, US Cellular, Metro PCS...
  - Wireline → AT&T, Verizon Business, McLeod, Level 3, XO...
  - Cable → Cox, Cablevision, Comcast, RCN...
  - VoIP → Vonage, Broadvox, Reywood, Voex...
Trunking and Switch Diversity

Neutral Tandem Adds Transport and Tandem Switch Diversity

Verizon Tandem

Neutral Tandem covers the major LATAs in the state.
Connects 145 switches across the state: 123 competitive carrier switches plus 22 ILEC tandems.
Neutral Tandem can route calls to over 30M phone numbers in NY.
Neutral Tandem currently routes in excess of 560 Million minutes per month in NY—we project over 7.0 Billion in 07.
Diverse routing using 15 different transport providers for redundancy.
Neutral Tandem has saved competitive carriers $75 Million.

Making a Difference in New York
Neutral Tandem’s Coverage

- 84 LATAs across the country
- Over 200M phone numbers available to route to

Neutral Tandem’s Connectivity

Over 60 leading telecom companies rely on Neutral Tandem

Major Wireless Carriers

- T Mobile
- Cingular
- AT&T
- Verizon
- Sprint

Cable & VoIP Companies

- Cox
- Cablevision
- Comcast
- Vonage
- Level 3

CLECs (Competitive Local Exchange Companies)

- MCI
- SBC
- Qwest
- Light cables
- Sprint Nextel
- T-Mobile
- Verizon
- VONAGE
- Level 3
- CINERGY
- Lumen
- EUREA
- ICG
- MCI
- TCI
- Nuvotex
- DCI
- RNC
- AT&T

www.neutraltandem.com